Susanna Allegri

Lago Iseo Trasporto e Bike Tour

www.lagoiseotrasportoebiketour.eu

Mail: Susanna@lagoiseotrasportoebiketour.eu

Cell. +39 340 6301313

CYCLING BETWEEN THE FAMOUS PASSES OF THE GIRO D’ITALIA
For your safety, daily sanitization, temperature measurement, face masks, visors and hand sanitizer.
Safe distance among people is also guaranteed if required
Our proposals:
1) Full itinerant tour of 6/7 nights "Between Lake and Mountains". You will cycle between two
famous Valleys: Valtellina and Valle Camonica. You will get on the minibus only for a few stretches
and change accommodation only for a few times.
2) Partial tour of 4 nights, with staying in the same place. You will cycle to the Mountain Passes
which are located in the valleys along the unexplored and beautiful Camonica Valley.
3) Partial tour of 3 nights, with staying in the same place. You will cycle to the mountain passes that
are located in the famous and beautiful Valtellina.
Degree of difficulty:
BC= Good physical ability with road bikes for altitude and height difference, also with e-bike. MC=
medium technical ability.
BC= Good technical and physical ability, on gravel road and for MTB.
What you need to know:
Plan your Tour in advance, this way it will be easier to get a better price.
Possibility to reserve the bus.
We organize for single person or groups up to 8 people. For larger groups please do not hesitate to
contact us. The tour will be tailor-made on you needs.
- Transfer by bus authorized for non-scheduled public transport. NCC as Taxi for people and bikes
and in all transfers as scheduled.
- Luggage transfer when necessary.
- Bicycles
- If you wish to bring your bike, loading and unloading will be included.
Please let us know with a certain amount of time, for the request of road bikes or MTBs to rent.
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Our MTB bikes:
- Trek X-Caliber 8 bikes.
- 2 E-Bikes Trek Powerfly 5+
- Helmet and lights.
Costs not included, to arrange accordingly to the requests, at booking-time:
- Our e-bikes or bicycles for rent or your bike.
- Accompaniment with guide.
- Insurance
On your own according to our indications or followed by our trusted agency or Tour Operator:
- Dinners with accommodation and breakfast
- Tourist guide for guided tours in places of cultural interest
- Alta Valtellina: Entrance to the famous thermal baths. Visit to the town of Livigno.
Plan your holiday - ask for a quotation, considering that the rates vary according to the price:
a) Pick-you up from Lovere, Lake Iseo, or around the area, up to a radius of 15 km (eg: Pisogne,
Boario Terme, Solto Collina, Riva di Solto, Tavernola).
b) Airport pick-up or pick-up at the accommodation facility where you are staying and considering
Lovere sul Lago d'Iseo as the starting point, covering an area up to a radius of 50 km (e.g.: Bergamo,
Sulzano or Iseo, Valle di Scalve or Valle Seriana or Brescia.
c) Airport pick-up or pick-up at the accommodation facility where you are staying towards the
airports of Milan, Brescia, Verona
d) Ask for a quote for longer distances, it will not be a problem, coming to pick you up is our job.

Booking, payment and cancellation.
a) The reservation must be made 2 days in advance, to cycle on some or just one of the marked
Passi.
b) Reservations must be made at least 15 days in advance for the complete tour, and 7 days in
advance for partial tours.
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Contact details:
Cellphone number +39 340 6301313
Mail: susanna@lagoiseotrasportoebiketour.eu.
Visit my website: www.lagoiseotrasportoebiketour.eu
Cancellation is free of charge within 48 hours for bad weather as indicated in point a). The
organization will reserve the right to postpone the experience, notifying the participants.
For organizational reasons, we do not accept cancellations in the 15 days prior to the departure day
for the full tour as indicated in point b) No cancellations are allowed for the partial tour. The
organization will reserve the right to postpone the experience, notifying the participants.
Payment at the time of booking can be made by credit card, bank transfer, PayPal or cash. Taxes and
VAT included.
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